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Hampl writes essays, travel pieces and book reviews in a wide range of publications. â€œThe Lax Habits of the Free
Imaginationâ€•: An essay on encountering the.

Image: Do you think that Fitzgerald had a Catholic sensibility? Can you detect it in the work? She never
comes right out and says it, never says what happened to him, but we know he's not only no longer in the
picture, but no longer alive. Image: Who were they? These are the framed moments that decide a life and are
lost to art because they aren't complete, have no resolution. Still, I would have expected that I would have
written a novel, because I always thought of that as the big thing, the great thing. Is there a line that can be
crossed? When I first read him, I was going through a period of questioning, the way that Catholic kids do. I
thought I was being pretty cool about the whole thing, and there was no way I was going to be moved by this.
Memoir has got a kind of Tristram Shandy quality. The Crack-Up is a very Catholic series of essays. Her
thoughtful reflections are the colored glass. PH: Yes. I was deeply affected by the stories and even more by the
journals and letters of Katherine Mansfield as a young writer. You can lie in fiction and poetry. And what are
some non-literary things that inspire your writing? PH: Virgin Time, certainly, was a memoir about growing
up Catholic and a search for contemplative life, and an inquiry into prayer. I think my fundamental instinct,
the thing that brought me to writing as a child and beyond, was and remains a sense of wonder, a luminous
amazement at existence. So I have a strange relations I suffer from what I consider to be wasted days. He died
at forty-four, in  Do you have a strict routine? They never quite die, and they never achieve form. I just read in
an obituary, appropriately something Saul Bellow said to a woman who had lost faith in her writing and had
sunk into a depression.


